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Dear Sir

Exposure Draft ED/2018/1: Accounting Policy Changes

- Proposed amendments to

IAS 8

We are pteased to comment on the above Exposure Draft (the ED). Fotlowing consultation

with the

BDO

networkl, this letter summarises views of member firms that provided

comments on the ED.
We acknowtedge and wetcome the Board's wittingness to consider the issue of the

implementation of changes in accounting resutting from the issue of an agenda decision by
the IFRS lnterpretations Committee, and its issue of proposals that are intended to address
certain of the concerns raised by constituents. However, we do not agree with the proposats,
in particutar the proposed introduction of an additiona['cost/benefit' anatysis to determine
whether retrospective restatement is required.
We atso appreciate that the proposals are intended in particular to be helpful and assist with

the tension between agenda decisions not forming part of the authoritative guidance and the
approach taken by many securities regulators and others who view agenda decisions as
determining a required accounting approach. However, we betieve that by introducing direct
reference to agenda decisions in part of the authoritative literature this tension woutd, if
anything, be increased rather than reduced.
ln our view, instead of amending IAS 8 as proposed, the quasi authoritative status of agenda
decisions needs to be recognised. Consequentty, we betieve that it woutd be appropriate for
some limited changes to be made to the due process for agenda decisions. These are the
introduction of a higher threshotd for the IFRS lnterpretations Committee to approve an
agenda decision, and a requirement for the Board to approve them on a 'do not object' basis
(ptease see our response to question 1). Consideration might also be given to the timing of
such Board approvat, which coutd assist in dealing with the timing issue described in
paragraphs BC18-8C22 of the ED (ptease see our response to question 2).
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Our responses to the questions in the ED are set out in the attached Appendix.

We hope that you witt find our comments and observations hetpfut. lf you woutd like
dlscuss any of them, ptease contact me at +44 (0)20 7893 3300 or by emait at
abuchanan@bdoif ra. com.

Yours

faithfulty

Ab[M,.
Andrew Buchanan
Global Head

of

IFRS

to

Appendix
Question

I

The Board proposes to amend IAS 8 to intoduce a new threshold

for voluntory changes in

accounting policy that result from an agenda decision published

by the

,FRS

lnterpretations Committee. The proposed threshold would include considerotion of the
expected benefits to users of financial statements from applying the new accounting
policy retrospectively and the cost to the entity of determining the benefits of
retrospective application.
Do you agree with the proposed amendments? Why or why not? lf not, is there any
particular aspect of the proposed amendments that you do or do not ogree with? Please
olso explain any alternotive that you would propose, and why.

We do not agree.
The proposed text to be added to paragraph 5 notes that:

'An agenda decision may resutt in a voluntary change in accounting poticy, a change in
accounting estimate or the correction of a prior period error...'
There are then extensive references to 'voluntary' changes in accounting poticy elsewhere in
the ED. White the form of agenda decisions might be that they coutd lead to a votuntary change
in accounting poticy, the substantive effect with securities and other regutators wortdwide is
that the approach set out in an agenda decision is required to be fottowed. We therefore
disagree with the portrayal of a change in accounting poticy as a resutt of an agenda decision

as'votuntary'.
We also disagree with the proposal that the accounting for a (required) change in accounting
poticy that resutts from an agenda decision, specificatly whether the adjustments are apptied
retrospectivety, is subject to an entity's assessment of whether the costs associated with that
retrospective adjustment exceed the expected benefits to users. We betieve that this has the
potential for virtuatty atl changes in accounting arising from agenda decisions to be portrayed

in

accounting poticy, with the cost/benefit anatysis then conctuding
retrospective adjustments should be made.

as changes

that

no

lnstead, we betieve that the Board (and the IFRS Foundation) needs to acknowtedge the way in
which agenda decisions are apptied in practice. This is that, although they are not part of the
authoritative guidance, the approach set out in an agenda decision is typicatty required to be
fottowed. We note that a review of due process is scheduted for later in 2018, and suggest
that, in addition to the current due process, the fottowing changes are made:

1.

The voting majority required at the IFRS lnterpretations Committee to approve
agenda decision is raised from a simpte majority to the same [eve[ as is required for
IFRIC lnterpretation.

an
an

2.

After approvat by the IFRS lnterpretations Committee, agenda decisions are tabted at
the next meeting of the Board on a 'do not object basis'. lf, in an exceptional case,
the Board does object to an agenda decision, it woutd then be returned to the IFRS
lnterpretations Committee for further consideration. However, we woutd expect this
to be very rare in practice.

Question 2

a change in
accounting policy that results from an agenda decision published by the IFRS
Interpretations Committee. Parographs BC18-8C22 of the Basis for Conclusions on the
proposed omendments set out the Boord's considerations in this respect.
The Board decided not to amend IAS 8 to address the timing of applying

you thinkthe explanation provided in paragraphs BC|8-BC22will help an entity apply
a change in accounting policy that results from an agenda decision? Why or why not? If
not, what do you propose and why? Would you propose either of the alternatives
considered by the Boord as outlined in paragraph BC20? Why or why not?
Do

We do not think that the exptanation in paragraphs BC18-8C22 woutd be of significant
assistance.
Paragraphs BC18-8C21 set out a number of concerns raised by constituents, and note that the
Board decided not to amend IAS 8 to address certain of them. Paragraph BC22 then
acknowtedges that it is appropriate for an entity to have sufficient time to prepare for a change

in accounting approach, inctuding agenda decisions. However, atthough a statement is made
that '...in the Board's view, it would generatty be unreasonable to expect an entity to appty a
change in accounting poticy that resutts from an agenda decision immediatety on pubtication
of that agenda decision', it woutd appear that there is no proposal that woutd provide retief
for entities operating in jurisdictions where the [oca[ regutator does require immediate
apptication.
One way that woutd partiatty address the issue would be an extension of the limited due process

that we have suggested in our response to question 1. This woutd be that the 'do not object'
from the Board is carried out at the first meeting that is hetd in each catendar quarter. As a
resutt, agenda decisions woutd not be finalised until that point, which woutd altow the
maximum amount of time for entities to prepare (either for their next quarterty, hatf yearty or
annual report). White it might be argued that this woutd have the potential to detay the issue
of agenda decisions in final form we note that, during 2018, other than the January meeting
(which was a videoconference with a timited agenda), atl meetings of the IFRS lnterpretations
committee were or witt be hetd in the second or third month of each catendar quarter.
Consequently, we consider that the additional time woutd not constitute a significant detay.

